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10/100/1000Base-T Link-Up and
Auto-Negotiation Analysis

10/100/1000Base-T Auto-Negotiation
Auto-Negotiation is the process whereby two Ethernet interfaces on either end of a wired link
resolve the physical layer technology, including partner-specific roles, to be utilized for
communication. The goal of Auto-Negotiation is to establish the highest possible data bandwidth
link that both link partners can support.
Many engineers and technicians that think about testing Ethernet interfaces focus on the
performance characteristics of an interface either:
1.
2.

After the link is established or
In an unlinked condition such as transmitting specialized test signals.

In the first case, after the link is established, it may be fair to assume that the Auto-Negotiation function performed correctly
between a port-under-test and an Ethernet tester such as a traffic generator, protocol tester, or PhyView Analyzer. This in no
way assures, however, that the Auto-Negotiation function will work with all possible 802.3 compliant interfaces under all
possible link partner configurations and capabilities.
In the second case, the complexity of Auto-Negotiation is completely avoided because the testing does not require a successful
link-up. This is extremely convenient for assessing transmitted signal characteristics as it completely sidesteps any dependence
upon Auto-Negotiation functionality and interoperability.

Auto-Negotiation Functions
Traditional 10/100/1000Base-T Auto-Negotiation must resolve several categories of link-up configuration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MDI / MDI-X: This is critical for each link rate and for 10Base-T and 100Base-Tx, resolves which wire pairs are transmitting
and receiving at each end of the link.
Link Rate: The physical layer bit rate of user data (e.g. 10Mbps, 100Mbps, or 1000Mbps).
Duplex: The ability of the link to simultaneously transmit data in both directions versus just one direction at a time.
Gigabit Timing Mode: The designation of one link partner as the master timing source for transmitted signals in both
directions on the link. One partner is MASTER and one partner is SLAVE.
Gigabit Training: The process whereby the SLAVE synchronizes timing to the MASTER and whereby both parties optimize
receivers to adapt to physical link conditions.

Some configurations are deterministic while others may occur by chance or by probability. Link rate and duplex are
deterministic based on link partner internal configurations while MDI/MDI-X are essentially random and gigabit timing modes
are quasi-random with link partners able to influence more probable outcomes.
Auto-Negotiation is an “extendable” protocol. For example, it was extended in 802.3 to include resolution of Energy Efficient
Ethernet capabilities so that if both link partners support energy efficient features of 10/100/1000Base-T, they can
deterministically take advantage of those features to reduce average power over a link.

Testing Challenges
In truth, Auto-Negotiation is a very challenging topic that is often taken for granted because it usually appears to work and is
otherwise extremely challenging to assess parametrically. Typically, the mechanisms of Auto-Negotiation are buried deeply
inside physical layer transceiver silicon and therefore are inherently difficult to analyze and evaluate. In certain respects, the
Auto-Negotiation features of a transceiver are akin to the signal acquisition, capture, and timing features of a receiver in that
they are very difficult to assess through external measurements and link partner simulations.
Functional testing of Auto-Negotiation is more a feasible process that involves creating the many possible link partner
configurations that a port-under-test will possibly experience, then evaluating that link-ups are produced in the proper
configuration and in a reasonable period of time across a wide sampling of link partners and associated transceiver
technologies. To be complete, this type of testing should include sequences of different link-up modes in order to expose
behaviors where link-up success might be dependent on recent history of link configurations. Not surprisingly, this type of
testing can also be laborious and tricky to implement.
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Functional Auto-Negotiation Assessment and the PhyView Analyzer
The PhyView Analyzer provides a several resources to assess the Auto-Negotiation / link-up process from a functional integrity
point of view. These resources include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Flexible link partner emulation and link configuration assessment
Assessment of link partner advertised capabilities
Detailed assessment of gigabit link-up events and timing
Precise measurements of link-up timing to user-defined configurations and configuration sequences

Each of these features are accessible from PVA Interactive software to support interactive manual testing and from PowerShell
PSA software to support automated measurements and measurement sequencing.

Flexible Link Partner Emulation and Link Configuration Assessment
The PhyView Analyzer allows users easily accessed control of link partner
Auto-Neg characteristics so that link configurations can be “directed” into
one of many possible modes. Actual link-up success and configuration are
then readily measured also using easily accessed facilities.
The PVA Interactive Link Config menu in Figure 1 enables selection of test
port advertised Link Speed and Duplex. It also constrains Link Polarity in the
test port, if desired, to MDI or MDI-X. Under Gigabit Config, it allows the
test port to constrain itself to MASTER or SLAVE timing mode. When the
test port is configured to a fixed polarity or gigabit timing mode, a successful
Auto-Negotiation will then force the link partner, or port-under-test, to the
opposite polarity and/or opposite gigabit timing mode.
Figure 1: Link Configuration Menu
In Figure 2, the
test port is configured locally to advertise 1000Base-T only, with
polarity constrained to MDI-X and gigabit timing mode constrained
to Master so that a following link-up should result in the portunder-test operating at 1000Base-T, MDI, and Slave mode timing.
The configuration is effected by selecting the desired test port
options, then ARM’ing for those configurations, and finally pressing
the RE-LINK button to start an auto-negotiation. If a link is
established following the auto-negotiation, an indicator of link rate
turns on at the bottom of the menu.

Figure 2: Test Port configured to force Link Partner to
1000Base-T, MDI, and SLAVE

The actual link configuration can then be measured
using the Link Monitor tab menu as shown in Figure 3.
This shows the local test port actual linked configuration
that is 1000Base-T, MDI-X, MASTER meaning the link
partner, or port-under-test, is at 1000Base-T, MDI,
SLAVE.
Similar link-up configurations and assessments are
readily performed with PowerShell PSA commands and
queries.
April 13, 2016

Figure 3: Link Montor reports the Link Configuration
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In Figure 4, a test port is configured to force a link partner to 1000Base-T,
MDI, SLAVE using PowerShell Wish. The Link Monitor is then utilized to
read back the actual link status and link configuration, just as was done in
Figure 3 using PVA Interactive.

Figure 4: PowerShell Link Configuration
In Figure 5, a sequence of link-ups is conducted in
order to determine that the port-under-test will
adapt to a variety of potential link partners that are Figure 5: Sequencing Auto-Negotiations in PowerShell PSA
sequentially connected. The sequencing of test
port link configuration constraints is easily modified so that assessment of auto-negotiation integrity as a function of changing
link-up constraints is readily obtained. In this example, each configuration is permitted four seconds to successfully link.

Assessment of Link Partner Advertised Capabilities
The PhyView Analyzer includes a “meter” for
reporting link partner capabilities related to
10/100/1000Base-T.
The Link Partner Assessment meter is accessed
from the Link Monitor tab menu in PVA
Interactive (see Figure 6). When Link Partner
Capability is selected, it will report the results of
link partner (port-under-test) advertised
capabilities. These are recovered from the test
receiver in the PhyView Analyzer test port.
Link Partner Assessment determines supported
link rates through 1000Base-T along with Duplex
support (FULL, HALF, or FULL+HALF) and other
base and extended page features. Link partner
polarity is reported as either fixed MDI/MDI-X or
AUTO-MDI.

Figure 6: Link Partner Capability Measurement
For 1000Base-T, Link Partner Assessment reports that the port-undertest will link as MASTER and SLAVE (AUTO) versus just MASTER or just
SLAVE. It also reports if port-under-test IDLE signaling is conveying an
error free receiver performance (Rx_OK) at the port-under-test.
Finally, the measurement reports if port-under-test can link to legacy
10Base-T with no auto-negotiation capability (NLP_LINK).

Figure 7: Link Partner Meter from PowerShell PSA

April 13, 2016

Link Partner Assessment is available in PowerShell PSA as the
pva_partner query (see Figure 7).
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Detailed Assessment of Gigabit Link-Up Events and Timing
Link Partner Assessment can optionally produce additional information regarding Auto-Negotiation faults and in particular,
some 1000Base-T diagnostic indications. The additional information includes:
Optional Parameter
STATUS

Description
Final Auto-Negotiation status

Values
COMPLETE
NOT_COMPLETE
N/A

DET_FAULT

Parallel detection failure indication – DET_FAULT indicates conflicting link
rate indicators where neither or both of 10Base-T or 100Base-T are resolved.

RATE_RESOLVED
DET_FAULT
N/A

MASTER_FAULT

Indicates inability to resolve MASTER/SLAVE when local test port is
configured as SLAVE-only meaning port-under-test must resolve to MASTER.

NONE
FAULT
N/A

SLAVE_FAULT

Indicates inability to resolve MASTER/SLAVE when local test port is
configured as MASTER-only meaning port-under-test must resolve to SLAVE.

NONE
FAULT
N/A

AUTO_MS_FAULT

Indicates inability to resolve MASTER/SLAVE when local test port is
configured as AUTO meaning port-under-test should resolve to either
MASTER or SLAVE.

NONE
FAULT
N/A

MASTER_TIME

This is the time, in seconds, between initial connection and completed linkup when forcing the port-under-test into MASTER mode. It is resolved to
~100msec.

<value sec>
TIMEOUT
N/A

SLAVE_TIME

This is the time, in seconds, between initial connection and completed linkup when forcing the port-under-test into SLAVE mode. It is resolved to
~100msec.

<value sec>
TIMEOUT
N/A

GIG_LINK

This indicates if there is a potential physical layer issue of the port-undertest operating with the PVA test port’s wideband 2.5 dB coupler loss.
PRE_DISTORT indication is very rare. It indicates that the port-under-test
will link to 1000Base-T only when the PVA’s line loss impairment is applied.
This is the time duration between test port recovery of auto-negotiation
capability and actual link-up given a 1000Base-T linkup with auto-negotiated
MASTER/SLAVE resolution. It is resolved to ~100msec.

NORMAL
PRE_DISTORT

TRAIN_TIME

<value sec>
-1

From PVA Interactive, this version of Link Partner Assessment is obtained by selecting Link Partner – Gig Extras (see Figure 8).
In PowerShell PSA, the pva_partner command is used with the additional -diag argument to produce this result (see Figure 9).

Figure 8: Link Partner Assessment with Gigabit Extras
April 13, 2016

The additional information provided here will help to
resolve if the auto-negotiated link-up operated correctly
and/or if the link-up may have required more than a single
attempt. For
example, typical
1000Base-T links
should complete
auto-negotiation,
including
MASTER/SLAVE
resolution in 3
seconds or less.
Link-up times
exceeding 4
seconds could be
indicative of failed
Figure 9: Link Partner Assessment with
attempts at autoGigabit Extras from PowerShell PSA
negotiation.
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Precise Measurements of Link-Up Timing to User-Defined Configurations and
Configuration Sequences
The PhyView Analyzer offers a flexible utility* to assess
the time duration between physical connection and a
completed link-up (operating link) measured to 20
msec resolution. Link timing measurements can be a
functional indicator of possible auto-negotiation
problems such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Missed or incorrectly decoded Auto-Neg
codewords.
Marginal Auto-Neg signaling characteristics
(amplitudes, offsets, timing).
Problems resolving gigabit MASTER/SLAVE roles
and timings.
“Sticky” behaviors where ports struggle with
altered link configurations.
State behaviors where sequencing particular link
configurations leads to inability to link.

Figure 10: Auto-Neg/Link-Up Timing Measurement
Figure 10 shows an Auto-Neg/Link-Up Timing
measurement performed on a 10/100/1000Base-T port using PVA Interactive software. Link-up time is measured from a true
electrical connection until link is achieved as indicated by the Link Status of the test port transceiver. Results are reported for a
forced 10Base-T link-up, a forced 100Base-Tx link-up, and forced 1000Base-T link-up, and then a rate-negotiated link-up. Units
are in msec with timing resolution
of 20 msec.
The configuration of the link-up,
or more specifically the polarity
(MDI vs MDI-X) and gigabit timing
mode (MASTER vs SLAVE), can be
pre-configured in the Link Config
tab menu as shown in Figure 11.
In this example, the local test port
is configured to gigabit MASTER
meaning the subsequent autonegotiations used during AutoNeg/Link-Up Timing
measurements will force the portunder-test into SLAVE mode for
1000Base-T link-ups. (After the
link timing measurement, the Link
Monitor verifies that the local test
port is MASTER in Figure 11.)

Figure 11: Link Timing
Measured With SLAVE mode
forced on port-under-test
The Link-Up Timing measurements are also available in PowerShell PSA
where there is greater flexibility to configure link conditions and link-rate
sequencing. The pva_linkup_time utility provides this capability. In
Figure 12, the command is used first to sequence link-ups starting with
10Base-T, then 100Base-Tx, then 1000Base-T followed by a second
execution with the link rates in the reverse order. This type of
sequencing is useful for spotting ports that may have sensitivity to
altering link configurations that may also be sequence dependent.

* Link Timing Measurement utility is available
in PSA Software versions 4.1.4 and newer.
April 13, 2016

Figure 12: Link Rate Sequencing of
Link-Up Timing Measurements
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The pva_linkup_time utility can also be configured to limit
which rates are tested and to restrict duplex, polarity, and
gigabit timing modes that the port-under-test will link with.
For example, in Figure 13, the utility is run to test 1000Base-T
only with the link partner (port-under-test) being coerced via
auto-negotiation into MDI-X, MASTER configuration.
In Figure 14, a multi-rate timing is performed with the link
partner forced into MDI at all rates and further coerced into
SLAVE with 1000Base-T link-ups.

Figure 13: Link-Up Timing where Port-Under-Test is forced
into 1000Base-T, MASTER, MDI-X

Finally, in Figure 15, 10Base-T and 100Base-Tx are analyzed with
the link partner forced to an MDI-X connection during autonegotiation.

Figure 14: Link Rate Sequencing where Port-Under-Test
is forced into MDI with SLAVE in 1000Base-T
Figure 15: Link-Up Timing for 10/100Base-T with PortUnder-Test forced to MDI-X
Performing these analyses from PowerShell
PSA offers virtually unlimited opportunities
to sequence various link configurations
across various link rates looking for link
configurations or link-up configuration
sequences that may cause either a failure
to link or perhaps manifest as a very long or
delayed link-up.
The general form of the pva_linkup_time
command is shown in Figure 16. This
command is available in PSA Software
Version 4.1.04 and newer.

Summary
Auto-Negotiation in IEEE 802.3 is an
expansive specification rooted in over 50
pages of Clause 28 with many references
into sections of the various physical layer
specifications (e.g. Clause25, Clause 40,
etc.). Over time, it has proved to be at the
heart of many subtle interoperability
issues, especially as its complexity has
increased.

Figure 16: General form of the pva_linkup_time command

In the best case, parametric testing and qualification of Auto-Negotiation is highly laborious and challenging to perform. Just
knowing “what” to test is often a problem given behaviors where link partners interoperate well under particular conditions but
perhaps not under other conditions.
This application note describes the various features of the PhyView Analyzer that are available to study Auto-Negotiation and to
configure combinations and permutations of link-up sequences that could expose otherwise hidden, non-obvious problems. All
of the measurements are easily setup and conducted using either PVA Interactive or PowerShell PSA software.
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